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Tänased näidiskaasused

1 Võlglaste automaatne jälgimine

2 Arvete menetlemine ja sisestamine
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Esimene kaasus –
Võlglaste automaatne 
jälgimine
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Võlglaste jälgimine

• Jooksvatest maksetest ning võlglastest 
pideva ülevaate omamine ja raporteerimine 
on äärmiselt oluline kriisi olukorras 

• Igakuine (kriisi ajal sagedasem) scheduled
tegevus

• Tihti hõlmab endas mitmes rakenduses 
navigeerimist ning tegevuste läbi viimist. 
Selle jaosk on olemas sobivad integreeritud 
infosüsteemid, kuid, kui selline puudub, on 
selle juurutamine keeruline ja aega nõutav 

• RPA-le sobilik tegevus:
• Järgib kindlaid reegleid
• Rutiinne
• Üksluine ning igav
• Ei vaja inimsekkumist ning mõtlemist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story Continued:And here it isThis bot was built in UiPath, but hopefully you will see the similarities:Middle has a process map, similar to the actions flow before, that the bot will follow to complete the processFundamentally it is more visually intuitive, and something an SME can easily followOn the left there is an actions library again, giving access to drag-and-drop actions used to create this process mapDemonstrate the botOn the right hand side you can see the bot as it works through each step in the process (highlighted yellow)On the left you’ll be able to see it running through the process just as a person wouldStarts by opening retain and logging inSwitches to our sample dataIn background: It has checked the folder containing the Excel files and made a list of all of them, that it will work through sequentiallyNow opens the first Excel spreadsheetGoes back to Retain and check the client this spreadsheet corresponds to existsOnce confirmed, it goes to the entry booking screenChecks the staff member existsIf it does, continues to type the client details and date details for the booking and saves the entryQuickly goes back to the spreadsheet and records the entry has been successfully bookedExact same task a person would be doing, but done faster + with no errors, person free to do other value add activitiesBot can also handle exceptions, by third entry it comes across a non-existent staff nameCloses the booking screen, and logs that it could not book the entry due to a missing staff memberContinues with the rest of the records in the spreadsheetWe also threw in a bit of extra complexity: Want it to create clients in retain if they are missingNow reached the end of the first spreadsheet, so it’s moving onto the second:Checks if the client exists, realises it doesn’tMoves to a different part of the process to create the clientOpens the client creation screen, but finds out the manager chosen does not exist for this clientCloses the client creation screen and closes the Excel file, and logs that the file has not been processed due to incorrect client detailsMoves onto third where it will encounter more incorrect detailsUse this time to emphasise the importance of correct exception handling in a procedure. The process going right is the easy bit, but you also need to tell the bot how to handle things when they go wrongMoves onto the forth spreadsheetSame as before, it needs to create the clientThis time, details appear correct, so it’s able to create the clientNow it knows the client is available, it returns to the process you saw beforeIt will go through each record on the spreadsheet and book it into retainImagine doing this for 75 hoursBot will happily run through all 450 spreadsheets, 24/7, no breaks, no mistakes.We were able to develop the initial bot to perform this task in less time than the task itself will take.
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Teine kaasus –
Arvete menetlemine ja 
sisestamine
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Arved

• Tüüpiline kuu lõpu või jooksev tegevus raamatupidamises
• Uute arvete loomine, protsessimine, kinnitamine, sisestamine 

tarkvarasse jms

• RPA omadused on olemas:
─ Korduv
─ Reeglite põhine
─ Otsuse puudumine
─ Suur maht (nii aeg kui ka arvete arv)

Kliendi kaasuse näide: 
Arvete menetlemine ja sisestamine võttis ühes 
kuus enda alla hinnanguliselt 0.6-0.7 FTE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story Continued:And here it isThis bot was built in UiPath, but hopefully you will see the similarities:Middle has a process map, similar to the actions flow before, that the bot will follow to complete the processFundamentally it is more visually intuitive, and something an SME can easily followOn the left there is an actions library again, giving access to drag-and-drop actions used to create this process mapDemonstrate the botOn the right hand side you can see the bot as it works through each step in the process (highlighted yellow)On the left you’ll be able to see it running through the process just as a person wouldStarts by opening retain and logging inSwitches to our sample dataIn background: It has checked the folder containing the Excel files and made a list of all of them, that it will work through sequentiallyNow opens the first Excel spreadsheetGoes back to Retain and check the client this spreadsheet corresponds to existsOnce confirmed, it goes to the entry booking screenChecks the staff member existsIf it does, continues to type the client details and date details for the booking and saves the entryQuickly goes back to the spreadsheet and records the entry has been successfully bookedExact same task a person would be doing, but done faster + with no errors, person free to do other value add activitiesBot can also handle exceptions, by third entry it comes across a non-existent staff nameCloses the booking screen, and logs that it could not book the entry due to a missing staff memberContinues with the rest of the records in the spreadsheetWe also threw in a bit of extra complexity: Want it to create clients in retain if they are missingNow reached the end of the first spreadsheet, so it’s moving onto the second:Checks if the client exists, realises it doesn’tMoves to a different part of the process to create the clientOpens the client creation screen, but finds out the manager chosen does not exist for this clientCloses the client creation screen and closes the Excel file, and logs that the file has not been processed due to incorrect client detailsMoves onto third where it will encounter more incorrect detailsUse this time to emphasise the importance of correct exception handling in a procedure. The process going right is the easy bit, but you also need to tell the bot how to handle things when they go wrongMoves onto the forth spreadsheetSame as before, it needs to create the clientThis time, details appear correct, so it’s able to create the clientNow it knows the client is available, it returns to the process you saw beforeIt will go through each record on the spreadsheet and book it into retainImagine doing this for 75 hoursBot will happily run through all 450 spreadsheets, 24/7, no breaks, no mistakes.We were able to develop the initial bot to perform this task in less time than the task itself will take.
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Q&A
Märt Bakler Raul Nugis
Andmeanalüütik                                                Juhtiv andmeteadlane
+372 590 89 274 +372 56 358 175
mbakler@kpmg.com rnugis@kpmg.com

KPMG Baltics OÜ KPMG Baltics OÜ
Narva mnt 5 Narva mnt 5
10117 Tallinn 10117 Tallinn

© 2020 KPMG Baltics OÜ, Eesti osaühing ja Šveitsi ühinguga KPMG International Cooperative (”KPMG International") lepinguliselt seotud sõltumatute
ettevõtjate võrgustiku liige. Kõik õigused kaitstud.

KPMG nimi ja logo on registreeritud kaubamärgid või ühingu KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International") kaubamärgid.
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Story Continued:And here it isThis bot was built in UiPath, but hopefully you will see the similarities:Middle has a process map, similar to the actions flow before, that the bot will follow to complete the processFundamentally it is more visually intuitive, and something an SME can easily followOn the left there is an actions library again, giving access to drag-and-drop actions used to create this process mapDemonstrate the botOn the right hand side you can see the bot as it works through each step in the process (highlighted yellow)On the left you’ll be able to see it running through the process just as a person wouldStarts by opening retain and logging inSwitches to our sample dataIn background: It has checked the folder containing the Excel files and made a list of all of them, that it will work through sequentiallyNow opens the first Excel spreadsheetGoes back to Retain and check the client this spreadsheet corresponds to existsOnce confirmed, it goes to the entry booking screenChecks the staff member existsIf it does, continues to type the client details and date details for the booking and saves the entryQuickly goes back to the spreadsheet and records the entry has been successfully bookedExact same task a person would be doing, but done faster + with no errors, person free to do other value add activitiesBot can also handle exceptions, by third entry it comes across a non-existent staff nameCloses the booking screen, and logs that it could not book the entry due to a missing staff memberContinues with the rest of the records in the spreadsheetWe also threw in a bit of extra complexity: Want it to create clients in retain if they are missingNow reached the end of the first spreadsheet, so it’s moving onto the second:Checks if the client exists, realises it doesn’tMoves to a different part of the process to create the clientOpens the client creation screen, but finds out the manager chosen does not exist for this clientCloses the client creation screen and closes the Excel file, and logs that the file has not been processed due to incorrect client detailsMoves onto third where it will encounter more incorrect detailsUse this time to emphasise the importance of correct exception handling in a procedure. The process going right is the easy bit, but you also need to tell the bot how to handle things when they go wrongMoves onto the forth spreadsheetSame as before, it needs to create the clientThis time, details appear correct, so it’s able to create the clientNow it knows the client is available, it returns to the process you saw beforeIt will go through each record on the spreadsheet and book it into retainImagine doing this for 75 hoursBot will happily run through all 450 spreadsheets, 24/7, no breaks, no mistakes.We were able to develop the initial bot to perform this task in less time than the task itself will take.
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